Lead The Shift: Accelerating Your Team, Your Organization and You
Today’s reality is that the concept of leadership has become diluted and misguided, often
nothing more than basic management skills and training. The new model for leadership
requires people with high levels of awareness and emotional intelligence who can empower,
engage and align their team members. Most important, leadership today requires a
fundamental shift in what it means to lead, especially relating to creating influence and
impact in an organization. Key topics include foundations of conscious leadership (Aware,
Aware, Authentic, Accountable & Actionized), moving from doership to beingship, leading
with questions to enhance your influence and effectiveness, and empowering with unique
feedback tools and processes.

The Accountability Shift
Is your team aligned, engaged and accountable? Is your team consistently and predictably
executing? Do your managers have the tools to build a culture of accountability? In today’s
business reality, there is no shortage of ideas, but a woeful lack of consistent and predictable
execution. Organizations and teams are not achieving their objectives (big or small). This
program will help any team or organization shift their thinking about accountability and move
them towards a culture of accountability to move from getting by to accelerated execution.
Key topics include accountability myths and missteps, identifying and overcoming the
obstacles to accountability, establishing clear expectations and commitments, shifting from
shaming to supportive accountability, and implementing Stickless Accountability.TM
The Team Shift: Accelerating your Team, Results and Impact
We all talk about it – wanting a more engaged and empowered team – but what are you
doing differently to achieve this desired outcome? In this shifting environment, so called soft
skills (what Jeff calls impact skills) have become a critical element for building and developing
people and teams who consistently and predictably execute. While technical skills
and capabilities, and processes and systems are still important, it’s critical for your team
members to develop business acumen, improve communication and engagement skills, and
deliver and receive consistent feedback. It’s time for a shift -- a shift in your leadership,
management and communication to engage and empower your team to achieve more and
impact more. A shift from doing to being. A shift from managing to creating. A shift from
telling to asking. A shift from delegating to empowering. A shift from outcomes to impact.
Welcome to The Team Shift!

Shifting Into Your Whole Other Level
Everyone has it inside them – that whole other level of performance, effort and impact. While
everyone has it, precious few tap into it and unleash it into their business, their relationships
and their life. And your whole other level is what it takes to change things – to make the
impact everyone desires, both personally and professionally. Jeff shares his unique
perspectives and insights on tapping into your whole other level so that you can achieve for
yourself and others the type of impact that everyone desires. Jeff opens the door to shifts in
clarity, choices and commitments that will inspire any audience to engage and execute at
exponential levels. Remove the limiting thinking that keeps you living, leading and achieving
within your “limits” and embrace the limitless potential within you. Get ready to tap into
YOUR whole other level! Based upon Jeff’s newest book, Arrows of Truth: Simple Shifts for
Personal Transformation (Eagle Heart Press 2017).

Unmask and Unleash Your True Leader
Today’s reality is that leadership requires people with high levels of awareness and emotional
intelligence who can empower, engage and align the team members. In a world of business
talk and strategic think, Jeff is a rare voice for a new way of leading and being – awake, aware,
and conscious – coupled with a foundation of team trust built on authenticity, integrity and
vulnerability. Attendees will connect to a transformational leadership model designed to help
anyone improve their leadership skills and enhance their personal and team effectiveness
and execution. Attendees leave the session with new communication and accountability
tools including Stickless Accountability, team engagement and alignment strategies, and
tactics to improve self- accountability and execution. Based upon Jeff’s leadership book,
Unmask: Let Go of Who You’re “Supposed” to Be & Unleash Your True Leader (Motivational
Press 2014).

Accelerating Your Business ... One Relationship at a Time
During challenging economic times, quality relationships will help you not only survive, but
thrive. Jeff share’s his thoughts, ideas and tactics on a relationship-based approach to
building your business and creating your desired impact. In today's competitive business
world, relationship building is not just an important skill ... it's essential for anyone seeking
to enhance their success, whether you’re looking to grow your business, improve your client
service, or accelerate your team. Discover Jeff’s secrets to the magic of relationships and the
tactics for building them, allowing relationships to transform your business. This program is
adaptable to any business, organization, non-profit or team.

Change is Not an Option: Innovation is a Choice
In an ever more rapidly changing world, change is no longer an option but an almost daily
reality in business and in life. Jeff invites his audience to embrace a new way of being – what
he calls changeitude – to move from being the victim of change to taking control of your
business and life through different thinking, innovation and action. Everyone wants to talk
innovation, but few people or organizations are making it a reality. Jeff explores the obstacles
to innovation and offers strategies and tactics for removing these obstacles so that
innovation becomes your reality. Shift your paradigms and move outside your comfort zone
to experience exponential ways of thinking and innovating. Unlock your creative, leadership,
and business potential by shifting your thinking, your paradigms and your perspectives. This
is an opportunity to create desired change in your business and your life.

